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INTRODUCTION
It Is the purpose of this study to examine a single class of word-
formation phenomena— that of selective productivity and obsolescence among
Individual Items within the class of English derivative suffixes. The
specific alms are: (1) to Identify members of the derivative suffix classes
of Middle English and present-day English; (2) to account for the loss and
gain of suffixes, and for contrasts 1n their productivity and frequency at
one stage of the language as opposed to the other; and (3) to formulate a
linguistically tenable hypothesis concerning the reasons for the changes
observed.
A hypothesis that would account for these changes must describe
and Inter-relate the effects of three groups of phenomena: (1) on the
sodo-Hngu1st1c level, the pressure exerted by a politically and socially
dominant language 1n contact with English; (2) on the lexical level of
language structure, pressures generated by reiterated borrowing of identical
or similar morphemes and morpheme sequences; and (3) on the phonological
level , the "set" or tendency of speakers to utter speech sequences as nearly
as possible like those already sanctioned by the phonotactlcs of their
language.
This study will suggest that three primary factors combined to alter
the English system of derivational suffixing. These were the enforced
acculturation of English speakers following the Norman Conquest, radical
change 1n the balance between proportions of native Germanic and borrowed
French words in the English lexicon, and the development of a limited number
of preferred syllable patterns in English.
A single basic premise underlies the hypothesis developed 1n this
study. All language phenomena are conditioned rather than arbitrary, and
are therefore ultimately explicable In terms of events.
Since the effects of all three factors mentioned become apparent
to the modern Investigator only through his study of the recorded written
language, 1t was logical to select the writings of the Middle English period
as a source for the data to be studied. There, the earliest clear picture
of the language becomes available. Additional advantage lies 1n the fact
that change was progressive throughout the period; examination of language
practices at the beginning and end of the era permits estimation of both
the extent and the direction of the change.
CHAPTER I
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF CHANGE IN THE SUFFIX SYSTEM
Analysis of the change 1n non-1 nflectlonal suffixing might conceivably
proceed by Identifying, listing, and describing each sound, syllable, mor-
pheme, or word that appeared, disappeared, or altered during the course of
time. To do so would yield a comprehensive statement, but not necessarily one
that would Illuminate the patterns of change. Since language structure Is made
apparent through perceived patterns of relationship, such an analytical pro-
cedure would not serve the purposes of the present discussion. A more pro-
mising approach lies 1n trying to Identify and describe classes of language
elements, noting the sorts of change 1n which they have participated, and
then seeking the relationships with external conditioning factors that pro-
duced such changes.
In the case of the derivative suffixes, If all those In the Inventory
can be assigned to classes defined 1n terms of related conditioning factors,
the patterns upon which this method of word forming 1s constructed may be-
come clear.
Whereas, during the last century language historians described 1n
traditional terms the evolution of the English language, 1n recent decades
linguists have addressed themselves more to the task of proposing adequate
theoretical models for describing the underlying structural features of the
phonology, morphology, and syntax of the language. Because they have been
Interested 1n the tangible, formal aspects of language, structural linguists
have tended to defer the study of lexical and semantic structures. At
times, these levels of the language hierarchy have been considered by some
linguists as areas more appropriate for Investigation by psychologists,
philosophers, and semantlclsts. One consequence of this attitude has been a
partial fusing of Interests 1n certain sectors where disciplines overlap.
Yet, many of the structures and systemic relationships that prevail are still
only partly perceived. Much remains to be done 1n terms of methodical re-
examination of the available data and definitive description of the phenomena
observed.
Among contemporary linguists, only Marchand seems to have probed
deeply Into the field which Includes the sort of word-formation processes
considered here. But because of the broad scope of his work, he has con-
centrated more on cataloguing phenomena than on explaining them 1n terms
that would reveal patterns of linguistic behavior. The hesitancy of other
linguists to attack the problem 1s understandable. Information from which
answers must be derived consists 1n observed language behavior. The behavior
must Include expression 1n all the modes characteristic of the language.
That 1s, 1t should depict all the style variants that make up the written
record as well as the various dialects that comprise the spoken tongue. Be-
cause of this requirement, the Investigator whose dlachronlc examination ex-
tends back beyond the era of electronically recorded speech sounds encounters
an Immediate deterioration 1n the quality of the data with which he must work.
The sounds of language are relayed to him through writing. And the graphic
system, at best an approximation of spoken language, confronts him with a
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compressed, abbreviated encoding—symbols of symbols, as 1t were—from
which he must try to deduce the nature of the speech patterns represented.
Moreover, when he studies a stage of language development reflected 1n a very
early period of literary activity, there 1s no guarantee that the matter
found there will accurately picture the spoken tongue of the day. Most
Old English and early Middle English writing 1s subject to this criticism.
Although It reflects a certain amount of Information concerning dialect
differences among the geographical regions, 1t 1s almost barren of material
1n which various levels or situation-keyed tynes of discourse appear 1n
truly representative volume.
But despite the difficulty of diachronic Investigation, the importance
of derivative suffixing has attracted scholars* attention. This Is attested
1n the space devoted to discussion of 1t by Skeat, Jespersen, and Marchand
among others. For example, volume six of Jespersen's study of English 1s
devoted to a detailed treatment of the origins and functions of non-1nflect1onal
suffixes. Skeat, too, treats the etymology of suffixes thoroughly. 3 Mar-
chand* s Intricate examination of the matter Is evidence of the Importance he
attached to the process. Historians of the language furnish similar, If less
detailed, lists of suffixes, their probable dates of appearance, and their
language sources. Comparable treatments are encountered 1n the writings of
numerous lexicographers and philologists. Yet most of these scholars have
apparently concerned themselves more with Items (I.e., discrete lexical
phenomena) than with patterns. Despite the difference between word- formation
processes 1n Old English and In modern English, traditional philologists
seldom try to Identify or explain factors which may have conditioned the
evolution of suffix types.
Motivation for studying this narrow sector of English morphology
stemmed from the realization that despite the existence of numerous com-
petent works, there was, even 1n texts by modern structural linguists, no
extensive treatment of this particular problem. Jespersen's grammar contains
a fairly complete listing of present-day suffixes, together with some remarks
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on their frequency of occurrence. Histories of English by Albert C. Baugh,
H. C. Wyld, Albert Marckwardt, and Morton W. Bloomfleld and Leonard Newmark
give less complete listings, and do little more than mention the sources
and discuss some of the sociological considerations associated with the suffixes. 5
A survey of typical discourse sequences 1n English reveals that the
variety and number of suffixes found today differ sharply from what 1s found
at earlier stages 1n the language. A modern dictionary lists at least 245
suffix forms. While many of these are lexical Items, existing as combining
forms or free words, or are compounds of several simple suffixes, well over
one hundred simple derivative suffixes remain. These are used to transmute
lexical Items from one function class to another, (substantive to predicative,
predicative to adjunctive, etc.). In practical terms, the use of members of
this class of derivative morphemes 1n combination with members of a much
larger class of content words enables a language to function with optimum
flexibility and versatility. And when the permutatlonal opportunities Inherent
1n such a system are enhanced by relatively unrestrained compounding of words
and concatenation of suffixes, virtually unlimited denotative and connotatlve
possibilities are realized. Theoretically, at least, one 1s free to character-
ize an action as having been "ant1disestabl1shmentar1an1st1cally" conceived.
It is only the speaker's preference for brevity 1n word-length phonological
sequences that makes very long words rare 1n discourse. Modern German
speakers Indicate that they consider 1t quite normal to construct single
locutions from congeries of compounds and affixes.
In contrast to the modern practice, Old English, with Its smaller
lexicon, seems to have operated with only about three dozen derivative
suffixes. Of these, no more than one- third survive 1n modern reflexes;
only a few may be characterized as productive. It 1s the almost wholesale
replacement of these functional morphemes by borrowed forms, together with the
puzzling viability of a few surviving OE suffixes, that provide the phenomena
examined 1n this study.
The principal method employed to accumulate a corpus for examination
consisted In consulting lexical sources appropriate to each stage of English
1n order to determine the suffixes that were then In use. Next, exhaustive
Inventories of suffixes appearing 1n text samples from the writings of each
period were made. Suffix Identities, recurrence rates, and grammatical func-
tions were noted. Thus, both the 11st and lexicon frequencies of suffixes
were ascertained for the Middle English and modem periods. The raw data so
obtained were next studied 1n an effort to detect changes 1n the Item compo-
sition of each 11st and 1n the frequency ranks of Individual Items and func-
tional classes. The Items were then tested to discover whether there were any
correlations which might Indicate that phonological form, multiplicity of loan
sources, or artlculatory simplicity might have conditioned the evolution of
particular suffixes.
In selecting textual material representative of the Middle English
period no effort was made to discriminate on the basis of literary merit.
Criteria for selection Included: (1) a manuscript date In the thirteenth or
fourteenth century; (2) to the extent compatible with the first requirement,
original composition within one of the two centuries; (3) manuscript and
(when possible), original language 1n the dialect of the East Midlands;
and (4) the popularity or Influential nature of a work as evidenced by
numerous surviving manuscript copies, or apparent effect on contemporary or
later writers. The latter consideration resulted In relaxation 1n several
Instances of the third criterion—justifiable perhaps, 1f one attributes a
formative Influence on vocabulary development to the popularity or wide
currency of an early composition.
Despite the fact that techniques of counting and numerical ranking
were used, as were also those of calculating and referrlnq to Indices based on
the counts, the study was not visualized as primarily a statistical procedure;
Its methods were far too unsophisticated to sustain such a claim. For the
limited purpose of ascertaining and comparing Item occurrence rates, text
samples were large and varied enough to provide reasonable bases for state-
ments concerning numbers of suffixes 1n use and their frequencies.
The propensity of English speakers toward borrowing useful or attrac-
tive bits from the languages of others 1s not a habit of recent origin.
Early evidence of such borrowing 1s apparent In the words taken from Latin
during the time when Angles, Jutes, and Saxons, together with other West
Germanic tribes, stm occupied areas 1n continental Europe. Not only did
the language which was to become English share many traits 1n common with Its
neighbors, 1t borrowed many of the same Lat1n1sms. These loan words were
usually concrete substantia ves that reflected those things found most note-
worthy by the German people 1n their first contact with Roman culture. In
English, these borrowings evolved Into words Hke OE callc 'cup,' mynet
'coin or coinage,' and pund 'pound.' Although words of this sort were able
to enter freely Into many word compounds, there was at first little tendency
toward using them with either native or foreign suffixes. Even later, in
5th and 6th Century Britain, where the next period of language Interchange
occurred, the borrowings— again chiefly from Latin—consisted mainly of
short, simple words with concrete referents; for foreign concepts of more
complexity It was usual for English to employ so-called loan-translations,
as 1n hgahfze der 'patriarch.' In these, the elements of the non-native
referent were expressed by compounding native roots or stems which corresponded
on a one-to-one basis with the elements of the foreign terms. Only after
Roman Catholicism had permeated the entire social fabric, did familiarity
with Latin begin to Influence English to any marked degree. Even then the
change appeared primarily In the speech and writing of a small, literate ecclesi-
astical community. And some of this change was more apparent than real. Entire
lexical Items were borrowed 1n close association with their extra-! 1ngu1st1c
referents. When these Items Included suffixes, there was no certainty that
these would be perceived as such. This 1s easily seen 1n words like processlun
.
which must have been In use long before Its appearance 1n the early 12th-
century Peterborough Chronicle . Its suffix -1un was not perceived as a
potential word-forming device until later, when two centuries of French loan
words had contributed their share of reinforcing examples.
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When the Conquest spread French Influence across England, the native
tongue had already been exposed to nearly five hundred years of Intermittent
struggle with competing languages. By 1066, linguistic borrowing was already
a well established characteristic of English. It 1s Important to note here
the difference between the two periods of language Interaction— the early
Latin and the Norman French. The former was characterized by the learned
and clerical aspects of Its borrowings, and Its relation to only a limited range
of cultural activity. Interaction between the Normans and the English on the
other hand, occurred at nearly every social level; moreover, 1t embraced the
whole range of cultural activities. C1v1l and ecclesiastical administration,
military affairs, popular religious ritual, as well as commercial and
agricultural activities, brought Norman masters and English subjects of all
ranks Into frequent, close, and continued contact. The exposure to one
another's languages was Intensive, and 1t endured for centuries. Of the
several outcomes possible under such circumstances, the one which actually
ensued saw the evolution and eventual disappearance of an Anglo French dialect
quite distinct from the one which developed 1n the central regions of France.
Even more Important, 1t saw English persist as the national language of
England. But the language that emerged there during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries differed markedly from Old English. Its lexical com-
ponent, 1n particular, gave ever Increasing evidence of the Influence exerted
by the Latin and French patterns to which 1t had been exposed.
Yet, superficial resemblances between early Middle English words
and those of French or Latin may not safely be taken to signify that new
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patterns 1n suffixing constituted an actual structural change 1n the mor-
phology of the former language. Even as late as the beginning of the
thirteenth century, many derivative words—perhaps a majority of them—were
still direct borrowings rather than coinages. Native English speakers may
occasionally have been vaguely aware of the syntagmatlc relations between
some of the borrowed stems and the suffixes that gave them precise meanings.
But 1t was only as a suffix was learned and used with a second or third
lexical root or stem that the mere Intellectual awareness of relationships
could have been transformed Into an established, effortless, kinesthetic
habit of articulation. And only then could the process of analogy have been
assured a favorable linguistic climate 1n which to operate with flexibility,
free of conscious Intellectual effort. It Is as this stage Is reached that
It becomes proper to speak of structural change. The rapidity with which
hybrid words have appeared 1n the language ever since the Middle English
period Indicates the degree to which this favorable climate was realized.
Concurrent with the adoption of foreign lexemes and morphemes was a
partial abandonment of some of the features of the old language. Syntax
and phonology had for a long time been evolving toward their modern forms.
Alteration of these two subsystems had Its own effect on morphology. Among
elements that slipped Into disuse were many of the OE derivative suffixes.
Some of these were rendered unnecessary by the shift from a grammatical to a
natural gender. In this class were -bora , -Ta~c , and -raeden , their functions
assumed by suffixes like -er(e)—a native form reinforced through multiple,
phonetically similar loans from French and Latin, and
-nes(se)— a suffix
no longer restricted to the grammatically feminine. Other OE suffixes
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disappeared through direct replacement by loan morphemes that showed
greater versatility. Adjective-forming -cund and -baere gave way to -ous ,
which could form adjectives from either nouns or verbs, and -ant , which
converted verbs to either agents substantive or to adjectives. Also con-
tributing to the decline of the older forms was the expanded productivity of
other OE suffixes like -11c and -nes(se) . These, 1n their simplified forms,
combined readily with foreign loan words and produced utterance segments that
were easily articulated.
When the changes typified by these examples are examined, 1t becomes
evident that they stemmed from two distinct sets of predisposing factors.
The first of these was the process of language evolution already long at work
1n English. The second resulted from pressures generated by the wholesale
Introduction Into England of an alien culture, complete with Its language.
In the process of establishing their dominance over England, the Nor-
mans very early assumed a position of primacy 1n the Church. After Latin,
French rather than English became a second high language, thus effectively
Interrupting the continued development of an English literary tradition and
decreeing that the once Important West Saxon literary dialect should be pre-
served only 1n relic form. At the same time, Imposing their own systems of
jurisprudence and civil administration, the conquerors introduced a host of
terms that pertained directly to their own world view and social organization.
Corresponding features of the Anglo Saxon culture were first suppressed,
then, 1n many Instances, entirely supplanted. It was natural that when an
extra- linguistic referent had ceased to be a matter for consideration, the
o
need for Its language symbol had little justification for continued existence.
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New concepts Introduced through acculturation Included many for which
there were terms belonging to more than one grammatical form class or func-
tional slot. That 1s, there were stems or roots Intuitively associated
with specific extra-Hngu1st1c phenomena. But, as the aspect from which a
particular experience was viewed shifted—that 1s, as a speaker tried to convey
his varying attitudes and the changing functional roles played by the "core"
content of a stem, he needed to modify 1t somehow. The Implication here 1s not
that Old English had provided no means for doing this. Rather, 1t Is that In
the new language, the frequent reiteration of a few suffixes that appeared 1n
combination with a wide variety of stems helped Instill 1n the listener a
sensitivity to the syntagms that were being represented. Once syntagms were
perceived, 1t became easy 1n most cases to apply them analogously to the
coinage of new words. The French word 'court* offers an Interesting example
of how the process worked. Appearing 1n curtels 'courteous, 1 and curtelse
'courtesy,' as well as 1n Its simple, unafflxed form, the basic morpheme was
readily distinguished from Its suffixes. That these same suffixes appeared
with other stem morphemes reinforced the Inference that here were distinct
meaning-conveyors that might be used 1n still further creations. As for the
word court
,
1t too, when perceived as a distinct form, was seen to combine
easily with some of the native suffixes, yielding such new words as court! 1che
,
and later, court! Inesse
. The process Involved 1s not much different from that
by which a child gains control over the structure of his native language.
Thus appears, at least 1n part, the method by which foreign suffixes
were able to superimpose themselves upon the structure of English. But,
since these after all represented foreign sound sequences, and as such might
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have been expected to pose articulation problems that would have militated
against their acceptance, 1t 1s necessary to look carefully at their
phonetic shapes.
Among languages as similar as members of the Italic, Germanic, and
Romance families, 1t 1s not surprising that there should be a certain degree
of phonological coincidence between lexical or grammatical morphemes with
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similar meanings. Morphemes from different but related languages will
occasionally possess roughly the same phonetic shape. In such cases, even
though semantic shift may have occurred 1n one of the languages so that
similar forms no longer denote the same thing, their phonetic similarity
will Induce naive speakers to regard them as somehow equivalent. Such rein-
forcement helps explain why a suffix, even though 1t did not conform to one
of the preferred phonetic shapes of English, may have survived, been accepted
as a borrowing, or renewed Its productivity due to the falling together of
a native form and a foreign borrowing. This happened in the case of -er
,
which had functioned with minor phonetic variation as an agentlve suffix 1n
both the Germanic and the Romance languages.
In attempting to evaluate the role played by phonology, 1t 1s first
necessary to determine the generalized phonetic shapes of the sound sequences
of English suffix morphemes. If among these shapes certain ones prove to be
predominant or to Include a significant proportion of the highly productive
suffixes, there 1s reason to regard these as preferred canonical forms.
Further, 1f a correlation between phonetic shape and the 1dent1t/ of OE
suffixes retained at later stages of the language can be demonstrated, the
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probable validity of phonological criteria as descriptive and predictive
tools Is Increased. In the same manner, discovery of suffixes with non-
preferred shapes among those abandoned during the early stages of the
language, or among any foreign ones which English speakers rejected or mod-
ified to conform to customary canonical forrcs would confirm the conditioning
effect claimed for phonetic pattern pressure. If, however, when this has
been done, the behavior of certain suffixes refuses to conform to predicted
patterns, the theory must be revised until 1t does account satisfactorily
for all the data 1n the corpus examined. For any unaccounted-for residue,
other conditioning factors must be sought.
The thirty-four most common derivative suffixes of Old English are
listed 1n Table I, p. 22. These were realized 1n the following phonetic
shapes:
V (vowel)
L
-u"-o] [-e][-t]
C (consonant) j_ -«*— t j
[-15! pi]
CV ^rejL-we-U-sl-]
[ -nesji-domj j-Jlpl I -bor-! , -ha:d] f -la:l
I
-laefc-1 L-r«d-]L-nk] [-"full [-*••] L"![-sum
]
CVC I' MS'I I -do l I i 1 i k
-ba» r-
]
CVCC L-I1ggj (_-kundJ |_-f»st|[_ -wlstj [-weard
)
VCC
L -UQg] L-est][-tls] L-tnd]
Seven syllable patterns are discernible among the suffixes. Of
these, two (CVC and VC) account for twenty-five of the forty-five syllable
actualizations that comprise the Inventory. Among the most frequently
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recurring suffixes 1n the table (I.e., the first nine substantive and the
first seven adjunctive-forming ones), ten are formed exclusively on the VC
or CVC patterns, while two of the remaining six Include a sequence CVC as
their major component. The evidence 1s sufficient to warrant regarding the
utterance of CVC or VC as preferred phonotactic practices 1n Enallsh. The
OE suffixes that survived 1n early derived words or that continued their pro-
ductivity ( -1ng , -dom , -ness , -less , -full , -1sh , and -hood ) were all mani-
fested 1n the preferred forms. OE forms -scTpe , -lie , and
= Ui_, which also
survived, did so In modified form. The latter two—and most Important-
members of this set, unlike -scTpe , did not assume either of the two popular
shapes. Their subsequent high productivity in patterns CV and V constitutes
an apparent anomaly that demands further Investigation.
It does seem reasonable, though, to suspect a connection between
the productivity of these two suffixes and the artlculatory ease with which
their terminal phonemes /-1y--1—4/ slur Into the following vowels or con-
sonants at morpheme margins which result fromthe compounding of suffixes.
The phonetic similarity between high front or high central vowels and the
front glide /y/ plays a part here. This glide and the central glide /H/
do figure prominently 1n transitions near syllable boundaries. Such
boundaries frequently coincide with those of morphemes. While the evidence
cited 1s not by Itself conclusive, 1t does support the contention that de-
parture of the suffixes ^11 a"d ^1. from the otherwise preferred phonetic
shapes 1s less an anomaly than it is evidence of another aspect of phonetic
pattern pressure at work. In any case, 1t seems probable that phonotactics
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was a major conditioning factor among those that determined the nature of
English derivational suffixing.
The plausibility of this assumption 1s further enhanced when It Is
noted that among the many OE suffixes that disappeared 1n Middle English,
only six had displayed the patterns CVC or VC. Still more support 1s found
In examples provided by modern English. List C of Appendix B describes
suffix Identities and frequencies found 1n a corpus derived from a sampling of
contemporary literature. Here again, with respect to the two preferred
syllable patterns for suffixes, proportions roughly similar to those noted
In Middle English obtain. Of the nineteen most frequently recurring
suffixes, eleven follow the patterns -CVC and -VC. One of the remaining
eight consists of a sequence -VC.VC. Clearly, the preference for these canon-
ical forms has been a persistent feature of English for nearly a thousand
years. This 1n turn goes far to explain why such forms as -bora , -raeden
,
-cund
,
or -estre gave way to borrowed forms like -er»-ar»-or , -1er
,
-age>("-adj |, and -ous , -al—all of which conform to the preferred shapes.
Yet 1t would be Incorrect to regard phonological compatibility with
established patterns, and linguistic domination of English by French as the
only factors according to which the fate of a suffix was decided. Among
the borrowed morphemes previously cited are several whose forms and
grammatical functions corresponded 1n French and English. Examples are fur-
nished by ^er and -en . In cases where this sort of relation existed, the
effect was to facilitate acquisition of the borrowed form and at the same
time stabilize the native form. If the borrowed suffix happened to manifest
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Itself 1n more than one functional class, there was a strong possibility
that prior familiarity with Its phonetic shape Inclined English speakers
to employ 1t readily 1n Its new syntagmatlc associations as soon as these
were perceived. Moreover, there was the likelihood that 1t would be used
freely with both foreign and native stems.
The final consideration 1n contrasting the derivational systems
of the two periods of English concerns the actual disappearance of so
many of the OE suffixes. Two Inferences are possible. Either many of
the suffixes were no longer being treated as component elements of syntagms
In which they occurred, and were given up along with their associated stems;
or, they were discarded due to the pressure exerted by foreign suffixes
that combined greater simplicity of articulation with wider flexibility 1n
application. Also, ability to combine with stems without regard for their
grammatical gender became Increasingly Important 1n determining the viability
of a suffix. This factor began operating as soon as the disappearance of
grammatical gender from English resolved the problem of maintaining the mascu-
line-feminine distinction among derived substantives and adjunctives.
Summarized, the hypothesis presented here states that derivational
suffixing In modern English represents a word-forming subsystem that operates
at both the morphological and lexl co-semantic levels within the structural
hierarchy of the language. This subsystem differs from the one employed 1n
Old English by being more flexible and by carrying a heavier functional
load. It developed largely during the early Middle English period and was the
direct outgrowth of three major factors. These were sodo-polltlcal pressure,
lexl co-semantic Intrusion, and an Inherited phonotactlc "set."
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The entire phenomena of development represent a linguistically
normal course of development. Given a similar situation having two
languages 1n contact within a single speech community, results are pre-
dictable for such Instances of dlglossla whenever the quantitative values of
the relevant factors can be determined accurately and Integrated on the
basis of known postulates of linguistic behavior and language structure.
20
CHAPTER II
THE SUFFIXES OF MIDDLE ENGLISH
Despite a pronounced discontinuity In dialectal form between the
literary language of the late West Saxon Kingdom and the East Midland speech
of the emergent Middle English literature of the twelfth century. It must be
emphasized that the dialects 1n which the new literature began appearing were
still direct descendants of the earlier language. During the hiatus In
English letters Immediately following the Norman Conquest, much the same level-
ing factors had been at work 1n all the districts of England, operating to
produce a group of dialects which, however much their phonological and mor-
phophonemlc Idlosyncrades varied, were all moving along the same evolutionary
track from a synthetic, highly Inflected grammar toward an analytical
,
hypotactlc grammatical structure. The dialects shared a common, 1f swiftly
changing, vocabulary. And 1t was precisely 1n the area of vocabulary that
one of the major features differentiating the English of the two periods
developed.
English speech, through the medium of borrowing, first from Norman
French, later from Latin and the dialect of central France, acquired a large
number of new lexical Items. Many of these were formed from substantive or
predicative roots or stems combined with derivative suffixes. Some of the
suffixes were similar to earlier English forms. Others differed phonetically
but performed functions common to certain 0E suffixes. Still others served
purposes not previously appreciated 1n English.
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Table I, p. 22, depicts the general nature of the Old English
suffix inventory. For contrastlve purposes, the variety of comparable
forms made available by the end of the fourteenth century through multiple
borrowings from French appears in Table II, p. 23. The OE forms are
attested by Wright as well as by Quirk and Wrenn. Baugh and Skeat are in
2
general agreement concerning the identities of the French loan words. List
B, Appendix B, shows the total suffix Inventory of the corpus.
Comparison of the suffixes listed 1n the two tables reveals that,
while several of the OE forms had functions narrowly defined by the dictates
of grammatical gender, this was not true of the borrowed suffixes. In view
of the well developed trend 1n late Old English away from grammatical gender
and toward a natural one, this factor may be presumed to have enhanced the versa-
tility of certain French suffixes, thus facilitating their extension by analogy
to combine with English words. The resultant gradual change 1n the suffixing
habits of English speakers 1s reflected 1n the lists of Appendix B. These
depict the suffix Inventories and show Item frequencies In representative
samples chosen from the writings of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
Appendix A describes the text sources from which the corpus was gathered.
Although List B, Appendix B, contains all the suffixes encountered In
the text samples, not all of the forms listed have been subjected to further
analysis. The reason for excluding some suffixes was twofold. Treating
their added number would have extended the scope of the thesis and Increased
Its volume to an unacceptable degree. More Important, some of the suffixes,
on the basis of their high recurrence rates or records of subsequent high
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TABLE I
OLD ENGLISH SUFFIXES
IN MIDDLE ENGLISH
OE Suffix* Sranwatlcal Function
Substantl ve-form1 ng
-nes(s)
-U59
-don
-end
-sdpe
-ad"*-od
-bora
-els
-en
-ere
-estre
-had
-lac
-ling
-rae den
-d*-t
-w1$t
-if-o
Adjunct- forming
-1g
-11c
-ful(l)
-leas
-•5.
-baere
-cund
-or -el
-1sc
-sura
-weard
-f«St
Verb-forming
-ettan
-1c can
-(e)s1an
feminine abstract N adj.
feminine abstract N^vb.
abstract N<noun or adj.
masculine agent N noun or vb.
masculine abstract N noun or adj.
masculine abstract N vb.
masculine agent N noun,
masculine concrete N'abstr. noun,
feminine N masculine noun,
agent Ntnoun or vb.
feminine agent M noun or vb.
masculine abstract N noun or adj.
neuter abstract N noun or vb.
diminutive mas c. N- noun,
feminine abstract N noun,
feminine abstract fcnoun or adj.
feminine abstract fcnoun or adj.
feminine abstract N:adj.
Adj.: noun.
Adj. noun or adj.
Adj.: abstract noun.
privative Adj. noun; Adj^vb.
Adj.' noun.
Adj. concrete noun.
productive Adj. noun stem.
qualitative Adj.- noun stem.
Adj„c vb.
Adj. noun.
Adj*: noun.
directive Adj. noun.
Adj ^ noun or adj
.
frequentlve or Intensive Vkvb.
\feadj. or noun.
Vkadj. or noun.
aSuffixes appear In order of frequency.
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TABLE II
SUFFIXES BORROWED WITH EARLY FRENCH LOAN WORDS
(ACCORDING TO GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION)
Functi on Suffix*
b
Typical Loan Irtords
abstract N<noun
-ty
-age
authority, nobility, property
homage, courage, pilgrimage
abstract fkadj. -y
-ty
-ess
-ment
courtest
adversity, purity
largess
garment, sacrament
abstract Ikvb.
-age
-ance
-(Don
-went
-al
-ure
f
heritage, marriage
dalliance
vision
tournament, punishment, judament
battle
tenure
Inquiry
agent fkrnoun
-(1)er
-ar(y)
messenger, soldier
apothecary, notary
agent N<vb.
-d)or
-ant
Juggler
juror
lieutenant, servant
fern. fkraasc. noun
-ess abbess
Adj.<noun
-ous
-al
perilous, treacherous
royal, loyal, actual, principal
AdJ.<vb.
-ant
-ous
-able
-1ve
abundant
covetous
probable, amiable
active
Vb.<adj. or noun
-ffy purify, satisfy
aSuffixes and loan words are given In their modern graphic
equivalents rather than 1n the various manuscript spellings.
bSuffixes repeated In rore than one functional cateqory are
considered to be Identical.
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productivity, seemed to offer more profitable objects for study. Thus,
many of those whose ultimate etymons were Greek or Latin, but whose chief
applications appeared later 1n quite specialized vocabularies, do not merit
extensive discussion here. Many of them, moreover, became current 1n the
language only after the Middle English era when change 1n the vocabulary
structure was already well advanced. Similarly, some suffixes which were
quite probably no longer felt as such even 1n late Old English are not
treated as productive elements of the suffix Inventory. These latter, al-
though they had In fact been the direct progenitors of many of the lexical
Items inherited by Middle English, were considered to have exnlred as active
formative elements of the language.
Table III, p. 25, lists all the suffixes found In four samples of
13th-century literature. The corpus, of v.'hlch approximately one-fourth 1s
prose, consists of some 15,800 words. Table IV, p. 28, shows 1n similar
format the suffix 11st from five late 14th-century tests. These 13,650
words have similar proportions of prose and verse. The design of the tables
permits comparison of the suffix sysiams of the two oerlods with respect to
Item Identities, frequencies of occurrence, the proportion of suffixed words
to total word count, and number of suffixes of each functional type 1n
general use.
irfhen the proportion of suffixed words to total words was calculated
for each of the two periods, 1t was demonstrated that a one hundred percent
Increase had occurred by the middle of the fourteenth century, the respective
ratios for each period being 3.1 and 6.2 derivative suffixes per 100 words.
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TABLE III
EARLY XI 11TH-CENTURY SUFFIXES
Sample Word Count Suffixes Occurrences Ratio*
(suffixed/total)
I 3,000 19+4
b
126+11 .046
(verse) (noun-forming) 3r
-ness
-Ish
-dom
(IS)
(12
(10)
fl
3)-end
-er ( 3)
-lee < n
-ment ( i) - 50 .076
(adj-foralng) -y
-1sh
-en
-]*
(25)
(10)
( 9 )
( 5)
-ful
i
2
1
-les ( ^1
-end ( 1)
-th ( 1) - 54 .245
(adv-forming) -ly 01)
9)
( 2) •
-sum
-ward 22
(compounds) -endow
-Iness
-wardly
( 4)
( 3)
( 2)
-Ishen ( 2) - 11
2 4,400 19*2 8H2 .QIC
(verse) (noun-forming) -th
-1ng
-ness
-rich
-ling
-er
-dom
-y
I
( 3)
(2
( 2)
( 2)
-cund 55 .094
aRat1os are based on proportions of substantive and adjunctive
suffixes to total number of nouns and adjectives per sample. Ratios were
not calculated for compounds and adverbial suffixes.
"Simple and compound suffixes are counted separately.
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TABLE III (continued)
Ratio
Sample Word count Suffixes Occurrences (suffixed/total)
(adj-form1ng)
(adv- forming)
(comnound)
-ly
-Ind
•feald
-y
-wise
-ful
-en
-ly
-ward
-wise
-wlseness
•cundness
( 8j
2)
2)
1
1
1
( 7)
!
^
( i)
(
iiI
17
9
2
.051
3
(prose)
3,40
(noun-forming)
(adj-formfng)
(adv-forming)
(compound)
Jitl
~1ng
-th
-ness
-end
-1on
-er
-ship
-dom
-y
-y
-ly
-en
-lei
-SIM
-ful
-feald
-1sh
-ly
-ward
-lessness
-suraly
-sumness
140+4
TO
12)
:io)
7]
4]
1
1)
(23)
(13)
8)
4 )
3]
J?
1
.041
11
3) - 14I'll
( i)
58 ,117
70 ,331
TABLE III (continued)
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Sample Word count Suffixes Occurrences Ratio
(suffixed/total)
4
(verse)
5,000
(noun-forming)
20
^Tng
-th
-ness
-hood
-y
-ure
-ard
-ling
-ery
-aille
-er
-ess
(adj-formlng) -en
-y
-th
-ly
-Ish
(adv-forming) -ly
-ward
-y
97
li
7)
5"
8
4
4)
3)
2
2
2)
1} 80
( 6
3
2)
2)
1)
( 1
( 1
( 1)
14
.019
,112
,040
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TABLE IV
MID & LATE XIVTH-CENTURY SUFFIXES
Ratio
Sample Word count Suffixes Occurrences (suffixed/total)
1 2,448 18*1
(verse) (noun- forming) -1ng
-ayl
-our
•oun
-th
-ship
-ness
-ant
-y
-dom
(adj-fonnlng) -y
-en
-th
-and
-ly
-1sh
(adv-formlng)^ -ly
(compounds) -enlsse
-Iness
-endom
2
(verse)
3,aio
(noun-forming)
29+5
-or
-th
-1ng
-ness
-y
-oun
-ure
-nent
-ancy
-ayl
-ship
-dom
-hed
-ant
-lee
I
4
4
3
2]
2
2j
I
1)
( 4)
4
3
\l
2)
( 1)
.029
41 .147
( 9)
i;
v
i
08+11
i
2
l]
16
9
,OM
,oss
50 .088
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TADLE IV (continued)
Sample Word count Suffixes Occurrences
Ratio
(suffixed/total)
(adj- forming)
(adv-forming)
(compounds)
3
(prose)
1,386
(noun-forming)
( adj-forming)
-ly
-ous
-ful
-y
-1sh
-ed
-th
-able
-sum
-en
-less
-ly
-ward
-eouslv
-fully
-shlpful
-1ly
-sumly
23+1
rTng
-1on
-nes
~1ty
-ayi
-th
-ance
-our
-ment
-ary
-1sh
-hed
-Ive
-ly
-y
-ful
-and
-1al
-ary
-en
-abll
i
4
3]
2)
l)
1
1)
1)
11!
( 6]
2
V
1
ii
103+1
prey
16)
i
i
2)
2
\
i)
i)
i)
8)
6
•]
4)
?)
i;
i
i
60
98
.129
» 11
.075
i
= 51 .203
31 .344
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TABLE IV (continued)
Ratio
Sample Word count Suffixes Occurrences \ suffixed/total)
(adv-forming) -ly ( 7 1
-ward (V • 11
(compounds) -Uness ( i:> - 1
4 4,200 22*1 118*1 .026
(verse) (noun-forming) -er [»,
f-Ing :i5!
-ayl
;
i2
i
-••nt 9
-th 5
-tn 4
-1ty *
-our 3
-aunt 3
-et 2
-ery 2
-1oun ! 2]
-age ' ]
!
-aunce 1
-ye 1
-hede
!
i] 85 .098
(adj-formlng) -en
-11
1
1
-ful 1
-the
Mi
1
-y 1 • 28 .067
(adv-forming) -11 ( 5] 1 • 5
(compound) -thful 1[ 1] - 1
5 1,500
(noun-forming)
25+3 i:
-Ion
J4+:) .091
(prose)
r
13
!
-er
-Ing
8
V-ment
-ance 7
-y 6
-ayl 6
-ship
-th
-ness
:
TABLE IV (continued)
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Sample Word count Suffixes Occurrences
Ratio
(suffixed/total)
-hed
-Ity
-dam
-ery
-our
-ure
(adj-formlng) -ful
-y
-al
-1ble
-1ous
-ly
-ent
(adv-formlng) -iy
-ward
-wise
(compounds)
-fully
-shipful
-lally
!
4 >
hi
j
ill
!">
II
Hi
1
82 .216
37
15
.154
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Substantive suffixes accounted for a major part of the Increase. Even more
Indicative of the change that had occurred was the general exchange of
frequency ranks that took place between native and borrowed suffixes. The
practice of compounding suffixes, Itself a significant Index of change, dis-
played a similar but less pronounced Increase.
In the early thirteenth century ^th and -1ng were the two most
frequent substantive suffixes; -nes had ranked just below them. Before the
end of the following century, the gerund form, despite Its high productivity,
was scarcely more frequent than two of the French Imports used to form
3
agentlve and deverbal substantives. These were -er--or and -1on . Native
-nes , which had ranked just below jjh and -1ng , had by the same time been
degraded to sixth place. The three OE suffixes -dom , -had , and -end had
fallen from frequency ranks 6, 4, and 5 to 12, 12, and 9, respectively.
During the same Interval, the borrowed forms -1on , -ayl (later -el--al) , and
-er , all of which had appeared 1n earlier loans, but with low frequencies,
were now within the upper six ranks. This latter change, considered together
with the Increasing prevalence of words ending 1n -a(u)nce , -4ty , -ment , and
-ery , all from among the early Norman French loan words, evidenced the nature
of the transformation In the system of suffixing.
A further comparison made between suffix Identities and frequency
ranks of the late fourteenth century and those of the present day made the
scope of substitution of borrowed forms for native Items still more apparent.
This contrast 1s Illustrated 1n List C, Appendix B. Of the six leading
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substantive suffixes, native -1ng has 1n modern English dropped from second
to sixth place, surrendering part of Its functional load to -ance . The
very early borrowing -ment no longer appears among the six leading forms,
but has dropped to tenth place. Among the adjunctive suffixes, the two forms
-ly and -ful have fallen to eighth and tenth places respectively. The Eng-
lish weak preterite, dental, Inflectional suffix -ed , however, has acquired
a new functional load through Its employment In Innumerable adjunctive
suffixes, among which 1t occupies second place. Mutually reinforcing
borrowings from French and Latin have placed ^1_ and -ous 1n first and
third places respectively.
The foregoing examples typify the change processes noted throughout
the Middle English period. They do not pretend to summarize all the details
that comprised the change. Examination of later periods, e.g., Early
Modem English, would disclose the fact that the language has maintained Its
propensity for borrowing not only formal elements, but also syntagmatlc
concepts from French and Latin.
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6. Randolph Quirk and C. L. Wrenn, An Old English Grammar , 2d ed.
(London: Methuen & Co., ltd., 1925), pp. 111-119.
7. Although not all of these have survived, they suffice to
Illustrate the point: 'abandonir (Barber's Bruce-1375), •asperllche' (Guy
of Warwlck-1314), 'clerllche' (Ayenblte of Inwlt-1340), also 'clemesse'
(from same source), and 'falsnesse' (m1d-14th C).
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8. These are few 1n lumber. Among adjunctives, there are
examples like 'asbrucol,' which yielded to •sacrilegious' as the old term
for religious law (ae ) faded Into obscurity. A similar course was followed
by 'asdelu' when It gave way to 'nobility. 1
9. An example from Old French Is -ant t which formed agent substan-
tives from present participles of verbs. This corresponded to the Germanic
use of -and or -ond . The agentlve suffixes formed from an unstressed vowel
plus V were also common 1n both the Romance and Germanic families.
CHAPTER II
1. Joseph and LHzabeth M. Wright, Old English Grammar
.
3d ed.
(London: Oxford University Press, 1925), pp. 314-333; Quirk and Wrenn,
An Old English Grammar
, pp. 111-119.
2. Baugh, A History of the English Language, pp. 201-209;
Skeat, Principles of English Etymology, pp. 76-125.
3. riarchand denies suffix status to the form -Ion (and by Implica-
tion, to the entire group of morphophonemlc variants: -atlon , -aslon , and
-aclon) on the grounds of their primary membership In a non-English
structural system, I.e., Neo-Latln. Since the feature 1n question has been
adopted by English and employed with the same freedom as are native suffix-
ing devices, Marchand's exclusion of the form from consideration as a suffix
does not seem applicable 1n the present discussion.
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APPENDIX A
THE CORPUS
The written material consulted 1n order to obtain a representative
sample of the English language of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries
comprised a variety of literary forms. Of some fifty edited texts based on
manuscripts of the period, thirty-nine were selected for study. Ten of
these were subsequently excluded from further consideration as having proven-
ience outside the geographical or chronological areas of Interest. Although
an Initial effort was made to balance the proportions of prose and verse
Included 1n the samples, It proved Impossible to do so. There were simply too
few English prose manuscripts dating from the early part of the era examined
for which good edited texts were available. And, during the latter half of
the thirteenth century and the first two thirds of the fourteenth, comparable
quantities of prose and verse belonging to a particular decade or quarter-
century were unobtainable. The resultant preponderance of verse Included 1n
the sampling raises some question of the accuracy of the language Image re-
flected. To a certain extent, however, the question 1s answered when 1t 1s
recognized that the diction of poetry does represent the capability of language
to function effectively despite limitations Imposed by the demands of metre,
rhyme and style. Thus, the effect of poetic artificiality 1s held to be no
more serious an Impediment to recognizing the actual language of the period
under study than are such factors as 1n«M i 'ual scribal errors and Idiolectal
peculiarities. These latter were as common to written as they were to spoken
expression during the ages antedating the fixing of English orthographic prac-
tices.
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The corpus consists of 87,179 words selected from the sources
listed below. Texts of less then 5,000 words 1n length were exhaustively
Inventoried for their derivative suffixes; samples of varying length were
taken from the longer texts. The provenience and pertinent descriptive
remarks given for each source are drawn from J. E. Wells* A Manual >f the
Writings 1n Middle English , lOSu - 1400 . Compositions are listed 1n the
closest approximation possible to the chronological order of their manu-
scripts. Authorship and details of publication appear 1n the bibliography.
Title
The Orrmulum verse
A Moral Ode
King Horn
An Blspel
Words
3,000
verse 4,400
Trinity College Homilies prose 3,400
verse 5,000
prose 2,000
Description
Composed ca. 1200 In NE Midlands.
Text based on MS. Oxf. Bod. Jun. 1,
a holograph. Ed. Ma'tzner. Latin-
ate meter, unrhymed, homlletlc.
Composed ca. 1150 In So. Midlands.
Text basecTbn MS. Tr1n. Col. Cbg.
B 14. 52 f2. Ed. Morris Rhymed
'
couplets, monitory.
Composed In 12th C. In SE Midlands.
Text based on MS. trln. Col. Cbg.
B, 14. 52 f.l. Ed. S. Morris.
Four sermons: "Domini cum Palmarum,"
"In die Pasche," "Domlnlcla 1 and
1v post Pasche."
Composed In late 12th C. 1n S.
Midlands. Text based on MS. Cbg.
4.27.2, ca. 1225. Ed. J. R. Lumby.
Short rhymed couplets, alliterative
romance.
Composed before 1150 In SE.
Midlands. Text based on MS. Cot.
Vesp. A.22 In a SW dialect of
first half of 13th C. Ed. R.
Morris, HeffHy.
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Title
Sawles Karde prose
A Lute! Soth Sermun verse
Words Description
4,300 Composed 1n first Q., 13th C. In
SW. Midlands. Text based on MS.
Oxf. Bod. 34, ca. 1230. Ed. R.
Morris. Homily
500 Composed ca. 1230 1n S. M1dlands.
Text basecTon MS. Cot. allg. A 1x,
ca. 1250. Ed. R. Morris. Homily
Tn alliterative shoru verses.
Ancren R1wle prose 4,400
Slrlz verse 2,200
Layamon's Brut verse 4,500
A Bestiary verse 5,500
Florlz and Blauncheflur verse 5,000
Composed during first 0., 13th C.
1n S. dialect ?rea. Text from
collation of f'SS. Cot. Nero A
XIV, Cot. Cleopatra C VI. and Cot.
Tit. D XVIII, dated from 1230-1250.
Ed. R. Morris. Monitory.
Composed In SE Midlands or S. dia-
lect area before 1272. Text based
on unique MS. Dlgby 86 f. 165.
Codes from an earlier E. Midland
MS. by a scribe of the Southwest.
Ed. G. H. McKnlght. A fabliau 1n
tall -rhymed aabccb. Dialogue pre-
dominates.
Composed 1n N. Worcestershire near
beginning of 13th C. Text based
on MS. Cot. Otho. C. XIII, ca.
1250 by a South-Western scrTBe.
Ed. G. L. Brooks and R. F. Leslie.
Alliterative verse with sporadic
rhyme. Trans, from French, but
with few words of Romance origin.
Composed In E. Midlands during
first half of 13th C. Text based
on MS. Arurdel 292, F. 4 of the
late 13th C. Ed. R. Morris,
Expository and hortatory.
Composed In E. Midlands ca. 1250.
Text based on MS. Cbg. 5g. 4.27.2,
third Q., 13th C. Romance In
three and four-stress couplets.
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Title
The Harrowing of Hell
Type
verse
Words
1,500
Genesis verse 4,500
Description
Composed not later than 1250.
Text based on MS. Brit. Mus.
Harl. 2253, ca. 1300 In a dialect
marked by southern features. Ed.
W. H. Hulme. Hom1let1c legend
In four-stress couplets.
Composed 1n SE. Midland dialect
ca. 1250. Text based on MS. Corp.
Chr. Col. Cbg. 444 f.l 1n same
dialect of about 1300. Ed. R.
Mcrrls. Biblical naraphrase 1n
alliterative, four-stress couplets,
The Lay of Havel ok
The Dane verse 4,500
Handlyng Synne verse 2,600
Amis and Awlloun verse 3,800
Sir Trlstrem verse 1 ,920
Composed In the NE. Midlands at an
unknown early date, (10th C. ?).
Text based on MS. Laud M1sc. 108
between 1300-1320, which although
based on a NE. Midland original,
shows a dialect mixture. Ed. W.
U. Skeat. Romantic legend 1n four-
stress couplets.
Composed In 1303 by Robt. Mannyng
of Brunne. Text based on MS. Harl.
1701, an E. Midland writing of
about 1360. Ed. R. Morris and
W. W. Skeat. Hortatory tales In
four-stress couplets.
Composed In NE. Midlands 1n late
13th C. Text based on MS.
Auchlnleck (1330-1340). Ed. H.
Weber. Romance 1n twelve-line,
tall -rhymed aabaabccbddb.
Composed 1n N. Midlands near end
of 13th C. Text based on MS.
Auchlnleck. Ed. A. Brandl and 0.
Zlppel. Eleven-line, rhymed
stanzas In ababababcbc.
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Title
Lai le Frelne
Type Words Description
verse 2,400 Composed 1n SE. Midlands 1n early
14th C. Text based on MS. Auchln-
leck (1330-1340). Ed. E. H.
Weber. Breton lay. Short couplets.
Horn Chllde and
Maiden Rlmnllde verse 3,000
Guy of Warwick verse 2,448
William of Palerne
The Form of Perfect
Living
Composed ca. 1300-1325 In N.
Midland dialect. Text based on
MS. Auchlnleck f. 317v. Ed. J.
Rltson. Romantic legend In
twelve-Hne-tall-nymed stanzas
1" aabaabccbddb.
Composed 1n N. Midland dialect not
earlier than 1300. Text based on
MS. Auchlnleck. Ed. J. Zupltza.
Romantic legend 1n twelve-line,
tall -rhymed stanzas.
verse 3,810 Composed 1n W. Midlands ca. ! 350.
Text based on MS. Klng'sTol.
Cbg. (1350). Ed. Morris and
Skeat. Romantic legend.
prose 1,386 Composed by Richard Rolle 1n a
northern dialect In second p.,
14th C. Text based on MS. Cbg. Dd
V. 64 (late 14th C.) Ed. C. Horst-
man. Hortatory.
The King of Tars and
The Soudan of Dammas verse 4,200
Petition from The Folk
of Mercerye
Composed 1n a Midland dialect ca.
1325. Text based on MSS. Auch~Tl330-
1340), Vern (1370-1380), Brit. Mus.
Add. 22283 (1380-1400). Ed.
Rltson, Didactic Romance 1n 12-
Hne tall -rhyme.
prose 1,500 Composed 1n London dialect 1n 1386.
Text based on MS. 5550, London Pub.
Rec. 0., dated 1386. Ed. Morsbach.
Expository.
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Title Type Words
The Guild of St. Leonard prose 565
The Nativity prose 2,250
A Treatise against Miracle
Plays prose 2,500
A Medieval Will prose 600
Description
Composed 1n London dialect ca.
1389. Text from MS. 1n London
Pub. Rec. 0. (M1sc. Rolls, Tower
Records). Ed. Toulmln Smith.
Composed by Wycllffe 1n E. Mid-
land dialect ca. 1350. Text
based on MS. Oxf. Bod. 788 (end
of 14th C). Ed. Arnold. Sermon.
Composed 1n NW part of E. Midlands
late In 14th C. Text based on
MS. BHt. Mu. Add. 24.202 (V'ycllf-
flte Tracts In English), from end
of 14th C. Ed. Cook. Sermon.
Written 1399. Text based on MS.
Oxf. Coll. 97, ca. 1400. Ed.
Horstman. No pronounced dialectal
features.
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APPENDIX B
SUFFIX INVENTORIES
The following lists are appended 1n order to present a comprehensive
account of the raw data obtained by Inventorying the various portions of the
corpus. Lists are ordered as follows:
A. All suffixes found 1n the corpus, together with their orthographic
variants.
B. Suffix Identities and recurrence counts for each Middle English
text sample.
C. Suffix Identities and ranks based on recurrence counts In
contemporary English text samples.
LIST A
SUMMARY OF SUFFIXES IN CORPUS
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Type Suffix Variant Forms
Substantive
Adjunct
-age
-all
-ard
-aunt
-del
-dom
-ed
-ence
-en
-th
-ess
-Uy
-y
-hed
-Ine
-1st
-Ise
-ery
-Ion
-kin
-lac
-llch
-les
-ment
-able
-ness
-our
-er
-ship
-rlche
-Ife
-Ing
-ure
-wurd
-able
-al
-ate
-del
-ed
ege, uage, eche,
ayl, eyle, alle, eyl, ayle, ell, ell,
eyll, ellle, allle.
art, ert,
ant, an, aunte, and, launde, aun, aunde,
done, dam,
ance, aunce, ouns, auncy,
ene,
es, esse,
yte, te, 1t1, ete, te, Ite, 1tee, tie,
ytee, ytye, etee,
e1e, 1e, ye, els, e, 1, ee, sy, e, ey,
hede, hod, ode.
Ice, yse, ys, sye, ysy, eye,
ere, er1e, rle, ry, arle, rye, re,
1un, 1aun, oun, 1oun, eloun, 1oune,
kyn, klne,
lee, le-t-c,
Hche, J3
mente, men, mynt, mlnnt,
nesse, nlsse, nes,
oure, owre, eour, lour, your, ur, or,
orre, 1or, ure, eure,
re, 1r, yr, err, ar, are, ur, ure, rl, ere,
eere, yrre, urre,
sclpe, slpe, schlpe, schlp, shlppe, shlpe, chep,
rice, ryke,
unge, ong, Ingge, inge, eng, end, ennde, ende,
1nde, ent,
ur,
wuree,
abll, abul, abel, eble, 1b1e,
1a1, el, ual, yal, all, lall, uall,
ede, 1d, et, ete,
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LIST A (continued)
Type Suffix Variant Forms
Adverb
-en
-ele
-ous
-er
-ful
-y
-lent
-isshe
-les
-ly
-olse
-ary
-sura
-ure
-worde
-Ife
-aunche
-del
-ed
-Ing
-lese
-ly
-ful
-ward
-wise
-SUP lil
-lunge
ene, enn, yn,
els, eys, ese, 1se, es, 1us, 1ous, yos, yous,
ouse, eous, louse,
fule, folle, fulle,
1e, 1, ele, 1ge, 1n, 1 3 , 3he, 3 , I3I,
1nde, ende, ennd, ande, and, a tint,
1ssce, Isse, Isske, Is, ysch, yse,
lese, lees, leas, lease,
11c, Hen. Hche, lice, luk, like, 11-,
us,
*
r1, aire, arye, are,
son, xum, urn,
wurde, wer&e,
yve, yfe, Iff,
deyl,
1nde, ande,
lye, le, like, Hce, Hche, leche, 11c, 11,,
fule, 3
wart, warde.
Verb -ate
-1f1
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LIST B
SUFFIX FREQUENCIES IN MI DOLE ENGLISH TEXT SAMPLES
Sawple Size Suffix Count
1st Q. 13th C
3,000 (subst) -th
-ness
-1sh
-don
-end
-er
-lee
-went
(adj) -y
-1sh
-en
-ly
-ful
-les
-end
-th
(adv) -iy
-sum
-ward
(cotnb) -endom
-1ness
-wardly
-1shen
4,400 (subst) -th
-1ng
-ness
-rich
-ling
-er
-don
-y
-cund
(tdj) -ly
-1nd
-feald
-y
-wise
-ful
-en
(adv) -ly
-ward
16
12
10
4
3
3
1
1
25
10
9
5
2
1
1
1
11
9
2
4
3
2
2
26
11
7
3
2
2
2
1
1
8
2
2
2
1
1
1
7
1
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LIST B (continued)
Sample Size Suffix Count
-wise 1
(comb)
-wlsness 1
-cundness 1
3 3,400 (subst)
-1ng 16
-th 12
-ness 10
-end 7
-1on 5
-er 4
-ship 2
-dom 1
-y 1
(adj) -y 25
-iy 18
-en 8
-les 4
-sum 4
-ful 3
-feald 2
-Ish 1
(adv)
-ly 11
-ward 3
(comb)
-lessness 2
-sumly 1
-sumness 1
4 5.000 (subst) -1ng 23
-th 22
-ness 7
-hood 5
-y 5
-ure 4
-ard 4
-ling 3
-ery 2
-allle 2
-er 2
-ess 1
(adj)
-en 6
-y 3
-th 2
-iy 2
-Ish 1
(adv)
-iy 1
-ward 1
-y 1
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LIST B (continued)
Sample Size Suffix
2d Q. 13th C.
5 2,000 (subst)
-ness
-end
-er
-th
-went
-ship
-en
-te
-ling
-y
-ly
(adj) -y
-iy
-wise
-ed
-en
(adv) -iy
-wise
-ward
6 4,300 (subst) -1ng
-th
-ship
-ness
-lee
-er
-able
-ure
-iy
-Ung
(adj) -ly
-y
-ed
-ful
-del
-wise
-less
(adv)
-iy
-ward
-less
-Ung
-del
7 500 (subst) -er
-Ing
Count
16
13
7
7
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
21
3
2
2
1
7
1
1
42
38
23
18
11
4
2
2
1
1
25
13
12
8
3
3
2
28
7
1
1
1
5
2
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LIST B (continued)
Sasple Size Suffix Count
U) -y 1-ly 1
-ful 1
3d Q. 13th C.
4,400 (subst) -er 31
-1ng 19
-ness
-th
-ance
am
-ur
-y
-ed
-nent
-aunt
-ship
-1un
-ful
-ling
Udj)
-ful
-y
-ed
-ende
-1us
-del
-olse
-sum
-en 1
(adv) -ly
-ward
-y
-ende
-ful
2,200 (subst) -kin
-y
-Ing 6
-er
-th
-dom
-ed
-ness
-ment
(adj) -y
-en
-els
-ly 3
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LIST R (continued)
Sample Size Suffix
-ed
Count
1
(adv) -ly
-ed
-ward
4th Q. 13th C.
4
2
2
10 4,500 (subst) -don
-1ng
-th
-rich
-ship
-ant
-ness
5
4
4
4
3
1
1
(adj) -tie
-y
-ish
-ly
-ed
-sua
-del
-en
5
4
3
3
2
1
1
1
(adv) -ly
-y
-ward
5
1
1
11 5,500 (subst) -Ing
-er
-ship
-hedt
-th
-ness
-rich
24
6
4
3
3
3
2
(adj) -y
• M
-ful
-ly
-ande
-les
-rlche
11
5
5
3
2
2
1
1
(adv) -ly
-ward
-ande
18
8
2
(comb) -Hy 2
12 5,000 (subst) -er
-Ing
-th
19
12
10
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LIST E (continued)
Sample Size Suffix
-ure
-els
-merit
-ard
-ant
-age
-y
-ness
-hede
-Ion
-Ise
-ly
-doro
-ance
(adj) -els
-th
-O'JS
-y
-ful
-ly
-en
(adv) -ly
-ward
-wise
Count
9
6
10
13 1 ,500 (subst) -ness
-oun
-1ng
-1st
-ard
-rich
• :r
-dom
-1ce
(«dj) -y
-ful
(cowb) -erdom
14 4,500 (subst) -Ing
-hed
-ness
-th
-er
-y
-msnt
-Ise
-lac
-ship
(•dj) -y
-ful
19
7
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LIST B (continued)
Sample Size Suffix Count
-en
-ly
-ed
-sun
-1sh
-al
3
3
3
2
(adv)
(comb)
-ery
-ly
-del
-wise
-y
-fulhed
-sunned
-llhed
1st Q. 14th C.
2
2
2
1
15 4,500 (subst) -er
-1ng
-y
-ure
-rich
-1se
-an
-th
-1son
-ery
-del
-ward
8
(adj)
(adv)
-ness
-dom
-y
-ed
-ly
-les
-ly
-del
-fule
-y
-warde
10
16 2,600 (subst) -er
-Ing
-y
-aunce
13
11
9
8
-ness
-oun
-allle
5
4
3
LIST B (continued)
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Sample Size Suffix Count
17
18
-and
-ment
-th
-1se
(adj) %
-ful
-ous
-en
-1al
-ure
-able
(adv) -ly
-ward
-del
(comb) -andy
-1ly
-eHng
2d Q. 14th C
3,800 (subst) -Ing
-th
-our
-y
-oun
-1ty
-er
-ise
-ment
-ery
-hed
-ant
(adj) -y
-ly
-ful
-•1s
-and
-en
-wise
(adv)
-ly
-warde
1 ,920 (subst) -er
-ing
-oun
-ment
-th
10
32
26
13
10
7
6
6
4
1
1
1
1
21
18
3
2
2
2
1
11
3
5
5
4
4
3
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LIST B (continued!
Sample Size
(adj)
(•dv)
(comb)
Suffix
-our
-ayl
-aunt
-ly
-y
-ful
-ly
Count
-ny
19 2,400 (subst) -Ing
-er
-y
-our
-and
-ayl
-oun
-age
-aunce
-th
(adj)
(adv)
-kin
-hed
-ment
-ness
-y
-ful
-ous
-ly
-Ing
-ment
-sum
-ly
-ande
20 3,000 (subst) -1ng 18
(adj)
-our
-hed
-ayl
-and
-ment
-y
-ed
-er
- :• ICC
-kin
«
-ful
-1sh
-les 1
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LIST B (continued)
Sample Size Oufflx Count
-ed 1
(adv) -ly
-ward
7
1
21 2,450 (subst) -Ing
-ayl
8
8
-OUP 6
-er 4
-oun 4
-th 3
-ship 2
-ness 2
.
-ant 2
-y 1
-dom 1
(adj) -y 4
-en
-th
-and
4
3
2
-ly
-ish
2
1
(adv) -ly 9
(comb) -iness
-endom
3d Q. 14th C.
2
1
22 3.810 (subst) -or
-th
-1ng
-ness
-y
18
6
5
3
2
-oun
-ure
-ment
-ancy
-ayl
-ship
-hed
-lee
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
!
1
(adj) -ly
-ous
-ful
-y
-1sh
-ed
23
9
7
7
4
3
LIST B (conti nued)
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Sample Size S fflx
23
24
-abul
-th
-en
-les
-sum
(adv) -ly
-ward
(comb) -eously
-fully
-schlpful
-1ly
-somly
4th Q. 14th C.
1.386 (subst) -Ion
-1ng
-ness
-1ty
-ayl
-ance
-ment
-our
-th
-ary
-hed
-1sh
(adj) -Ive
-ly
-y
-ful
-and
-abll
-ary
-en
-lal
(adv) -ly
-ward
(comb) -11 ness
4,200 (subst) -yng
-er
-ayl
-ment
-re
-th
-en
-1ty
-aunt
-our
Count
2
2
1
1
1
96
2
6
2
1
1
1
16
16
9
6
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
8
6
5
4
?
1
1
1
7
?
15
fi
9
8
5
4
4
3
3
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LIST B (continued)
Sample Size Suffix
25
26
-oun
-et
-cry
-age
-aunce
-hede
-ye
(adj) -en
-ly
-ful
-th
-y
(adv) -ly
(comb) -thful
1 ,500 (subst) -1on
-er
-1ng
-ment
-ance
-y
-ayl
-ship
-hede
-ness
-th
-1ty
-dam
-ery
-our
-ure
(adj) -ful
-y
-1al
-Ible
-ous
-ly
-ent
(adv) -ly
-ward
-wise
(comb) -fully
-shlpful
-1ally
565 (subst) -chep
H m
-age
-y
Count
2
2
2
6
6
6
Sample Size
(adj)
(adv)
27 2,250 (subst)
(adj)
(adv)
28 2.500 (subst)
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LIST B (continued]
fix Count
-ere 2
-Uy 2
-ment 1
-our 1
-y 4
-1*1 2
Ty 3
t) -our 13
-log 9
-Ity 9
-ance 5
-oun 5
-ship 5
-th 5
-ayl 4
-er 4
-hedfe 4
-ness 4
-ant 2
-ment 2
-y 2
- aQS 1
-1se 1
-ery 1
-ly 6
-Ible 4
-ful 2
-Ing 2
-y 1
-1d 1
-ous 1
-ly 3
t) -1ng 61
-oun 28
-y 11
-ity 10
-ship 10
-th 10
-ness 9
-ment 8
-er 6
-our 6
-ery 4
-1se 4
-age 3
H unce 3
NLIST B (cont inued)
Sample Size Suffix
-aunt
-ayl
-hod
Count
3
1
1
(adj) -ly 19
-ful
-ous
-able
-an
-1ng
-tl
-V
-ish
-and
-er
13
8
6
5
4
3
3
2
1
1
(adv) -ly
-ward
-y
14
2
1
-wise 1
29 600 (subst) -oun
-our
7
4
4
-er 3
•ant 2
-aunce
-ure
1
1
-ness
-hod
-ship
-y
1
1
1
1
(adj) -able
-ful
f
3
2
2
-en
-less
-1ng
-ad
1
1
1
1
(adv)
-V
-ly
2
1
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LIST C
PRINCIPAL SUFFIXES OF CONTEMPORARY ENGLISH8
Substantive (form)
-er VC
-1on CVC
-y
-1st
-ance
-1ng VC
-et VC
-ty
-ness CVC
-ery
-ment
-1sm
-Ite VC
-ant
-ure VC
-al VC
-ship CVC
-1ne VC
-age VC
-ess VC
-Ian CVC
-hood CVC
-ling CVC
-clde CVC
-ate VC
-ette VC
-1cs
-eus VC
-ster
-dom CVC
-old VC
-ard
-tude CVC
-1ce VC
Adjunctive (form) Predicative
-al
-ed
-ous
-1c
-able
y
-Ish
-Ian
-ant
-ly
-Ing
-ary
-ate
-full
-1ve
-less
-old
-ar
-ard
-lie
VC
VC
VC
VC
VC
CVC
VC
VC
CVC
VC
CVC
VC
VC
VC
-ate
-1fy
-1ze
-en
(form)
VC
VC
VC
*The 11st Is based on random samples from the writings of ten
contemporary English and American authors. A lexicon Inventory from a
dictionary showed 60X to 100S coincidence between list and lexicon
frequencies.
bSuff1xes are listed 1n order of descending frequency.
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A&STRACT
This thesis seeks to account for the change In the process of word
formation by derivation 1n English. The problem consists 1n describing the
dissimilar suffix Inventories of early Middle tngllsh and present-day English,
and Identifying the factors that caused the loss of former derivative
suffixes and gain of new ones.
Material for study was provided by edited texts of selected 13th and
14th-century .-nanuscripts and randomly chosen prose and verse passages by
20th-century English anc American authors. Text passages were inventoried
In order to obtain lists of suffixes and counts of their occurrence fre-
quencies. Differences 1n suffix Identities and frequencies pertaining to the
beginning and end of the Middle English era, as *ell as to the present, were
studied In oroer tc determine what patterns of change were evident.
It was established that the most significant changes occurred
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, when tngllsri borrowed exten-
sively ooth words and suffix morphemes from Norman French. The chief factors
that enabled foreign suffixes to become established 1r English were Identified
as pressures resulting from the social and political dominance of England
by the Normans, the reinforcing effect of reiterated borrowing of words and
morphemes from French and Latin, coupled with the phonetic similarity of
some of them to forms already existent In English, and, finally, a phono-
actic "set" or tendency of English speakers to prefer certain vowel -consonant
patterns 1n suffixes.
